2o2	BYZANTINE EDUCATION
was, as Professor Maas has said, 'a perhaps unexpressed but
none the less binding law* to exclude Latin words from the
'Hochsprache',
Within the Eastern provinces of the Empire, indeed, the
Latin language never took root. Berytus, with its famous
school of Roman law, must have long remained a Latin island
in a Greek sea. Latinisms, it is true, survived in the legends
upon the coinage, in the technical, legal, and military terms,
and in Court titles. Many Latin words found their way into
popular speech and are used by the writers of chronicles and
of biographies of the saints. Not a few of these Latinisms
have persisted right through the Middle Ages and are still
present in modern Greek. Psellus in his Chronographia
praises Romanus III for having shared in the culture con-
nected with Italian (i.e. Roman) letters, but it may well be
doubted whether the Emperor could in fact even read Latin
texts.
Further, it must not be forgotten that the distinction was
sharply drawn between 'our', that is, Christian, learning and
the kind described as 'outside', 'foreign', or 'Hellene*, i.e.
classical pagan culture. When Christianity had become the
State religion, if 'Orthography' and 'Grammar' were to be
taught at all, Christian children must of necessity still use
pagan text-books and read pagan works. St. Basil, instancing
Moses and Daniel as men who had profited by profane
learning, advised the young to study classical history and
literature, but purely for the moral conveyed. They were,
like Ulysses with the Sirens, to close their ears against any
poetry that told of bad men or evil gods, and in all literature
they were to pick out the good as bees draw their honey from
the flowers. In the Lives of the Saints we are frequently
assured that, though the holy men studied astronomy, they
piously referred all phenomena to God and not to the stars,
and though they learnt the practice and copied the grace of
Greek rhetoric, they avoided its 'babble' and 'falsities' no
less than 'the sophistical part' of philosophy. It was his
'virtue' quite as much as his 'Hellenic culture' that entitled
John of Euchaita, as the Menaion of 30 January tells us,
to pronounce on the intellectual merits of the three great
Fathers of the Church, St. Basil, St. John Chrysostom, and

